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(54) Title: VIDEO QUALITY MEASUREMENT
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(57) Abstract: This invention is concerned with a video quality measurement method, in particular where the video signal having:
an original form; encoded form in which video signal has been encoded using a compression algorithm utilising a variable quantiser
step size such that the encoded signal includes a quantiser step size parameter; and, a decoded form in which the encoded video signal
has been at least in part reconverted to the original form. The method comprises the steps of: a) generating a first quality measure
which is a function of said quantiser step size parameter; b) generating a second quality measure which is a function of the spatial
complexity of the frames represented by the video signal in the decoded form; and, c) combining the first and second measures.
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Video quality measurement

This invention is concerned with a video quality measure, in particular in situations where

a video signal has been encoded using a compression algorithm.

When a video signal is to be transmitted from one location to another, it is known to

encode or compress the signal using an encoding algorithm, such that the encoded signal

can be transmitted using a lower bandwidth than would be needed without encoding.

Upon reception, the encoded signal is decoded to retrieve the original signal. In many

encoding techniques, a two dimensional cosines transform is performed, resulting in a

series of transform coefficients, whose magnitude is quantized. So that the bandwidth

can be allocated efficiently, the granularity of the quantisation, that is, the step size, is

allowed to vary.

The process of encoding and decoding the video sequence can introduce distortion or

otherwise reduce the quality of the signal. One way of measuring the level of distortion

involves noting the opinion of viewers as to the level of perceptible distortion in a distorted

video sequence, and averaging the results so as to obtain a Mean Opinion Score (MOS).

However, this can be a time consuming process. As a result, it can be desirable to predict

the loss of quality that a viewer will perceive in a video sequence. Although the

degradation in the video quality as a result of encoding/decoding and the transmission

process can be obtained by reference to the original sequence, such an approach is often

inconvenient.

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of generating

a measure of quality for a video signal representative of a plurality of frames, the video

signal having: an original form; an encoded form in which the video signal has been

encoded using a compression algorithm utilising a variable quantiser step size such that

the encoded signal has a quantiser -step size parameter associable therewith; and, a

decoded form in which the encoded video signal has been at least in part reconverted to

the original form, the method comprising the steps of: a) generating a first quality measure

which is a function of said quantiser step size parameter; b) generating a second quality

measure which is a function of the spatial complexity of at least part of the frames



represented by the video signal in the decoded form; and, c) combining the first and

second measures.

Because the step size is derivable from the encoded video sequence, and because the

complexity measure is obtained from the decoded signal, the need to refer to the original

video signal is reduced. Furthermore, because in many encoding schemes the step size

is transmitted as a parameter with the video sequence, use can conveniently be made of

this parameter to predict video quality without having to calculate this parameter afresh.

Importantly, it has been found that use of the complexity measure in combination with the

step size improves the reliability of the quality measure more than would simply be

expected from the reliability of the step size or the complexity alone as indicators of video

quality.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a apparatus for

generating a measure of quality for a video signal representative of a plurality of frames,

the video signal having: an original form; an encoded form in which the video signal has

been encoded using a compression algorithm utilising a variable quantiser step size such

that the encoded signal has a quantiser step size parameter associable therewith; and, a

decoded form in which the encoded video signal has been at least in part reconverted to

the original form, the apparatus comprising: a) means for generating a first quality

measure which is a function of said quantiser step size parameter; b) means for

generating a second quality measure which is a function of the spatial complexity of the

frames represented by the video signal in the decoded form; and c) means for combining

the first and second measures so as to generate the measure of quality for the video

signal.

The invention will now be further described, by way of example only with reference to the

following drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing in functional terms apparatus for estimating the

quality of a video sequence

Figure 2 illustrates how a horizontal contrast measure is calculated for a pixel in a picture

Figure 3 illustrates how a vertical contrast measure is calculated for the pixel in the picture

of Figure 2.

Figure 4 shows AvPSNR vs. measured MOS for training sequences.

Figure 5 shows AvQP vs. measured MOS for training sequences.



Figure 6 shows CS vs. measured MOS for training sequences.

Figure 7 shows measured vs. estimated MOS for AvQP/CS model

Overview of one embodiment

The embodiment below relates to a no-reference, decoder-based video quality

assessment tool. An algorithm for the tool can operate inside a video decoder, using the

quantiser step-size parameter (normally a variable included in the incoming encoded

video stream) for each decoded macroblock and the pixel intensity values from each

decoded picture to make an estimate of the subjective quality of the decoded video. A

sliding-window average pixel intensity difference (pixel contrast measure) calculation is

performed on the decoded pixels for each frame and the resulting average (TCF) is used

as a measure of the noise masking properties of the video. The quality estimate is then

made from a weighting function of the TCF parameter and an average of the step-size

parameter. The weighting function is predetermined by multiple regression analysis on a

training data base of characteristic decoded sequences and previously obtained

subjective scores for the sequences. The use of the combination of, on the one hand the

step-size and, on the other hand, a sliding-window average pixel intensity difference

measure to estimate the complexity provides a good estimate of subjective quality.

In principle the measurement process used is applicable generally to video signals that

have been encoded using compression techniques using transform coding and having a

variable quantiser step size. The version to be described however is designed for use

with signals encoded in accordance with the H.264 standard. (Although the version to be

described is based on H.264 video codec, it also applies the other DCT based standard

codecs, such as H.261, H.263, MPEG-2 (frame based) etc.)

The measurement method is of the non-intrusive or "no-reference" type - that is, it does

not need to have access to a copy of the original signal. The method is designed for use

within an appropriate decoder, as it requires access to both the parameters from the

encoded bitstream and the decoded video pictures.

In the apparatus shown in Figure 1, the incoming signal is received at an input 1 and

passes to a video decoder which decodes and outputs the following parameters for each

picture:

Decoded picture (D).

Horizontal decoded picture size in pixels (Px)



Vertical decoded picture size in pixels (Py)

Horizontal decoded picture in macroblocks (Mx)

Vertical decoded picture size in macroblocks (My)

Set of quantiser step-size parameters (Q).

There are two analysis paths in the apparatus, which serve to calculate the picture-

averaged quantiser step-size signal QPF (unit 3) and the picture-averaged contrast

measure CF (unit 4). Unit 5 then time averages signals QPF and CF to give signals

TQPF and TCF respectively. Finally, these signals are combined in unit 6 to give an

estimate PMOS of the subjective quality for the decoded video sequence D. The

elements 3 to 6 could be implemented by individual hardware elements but a more

convenient implementation is to perform all those stages using a suitably programmed

processor.

Picture-average Q

This uses the quantiser step size signal, Q, output from the decoder. Q contains one

quantiser step-size parameter value, QP, for each macroblock of the current decoded

picture. For H.264, the quantiser parameter QP defines the spacing, QSTEP, of the linear

quantiser used for encoding the transform coefficients. In fact, QP indexes a table of

predefined spacings, in which QSTEP doubles in size for every increment of 6 in QP. The

picture-averaged quantiser parameter QPF is calculated in unit 3 according to

where Mx and My are the number of horizontal and vertical macroblocks in the picture

respectively and Q(i,j) is the quantiser step-size parameter for macroblock at position (i,j).



Calculate Contrast Measure

Figures 2 and illustrate how the contrast measure is calculated for pixels p(x,y) at position

(x,y) within a picture of size Px pixels in the horizontal direction and Py pixels in the

vertical direction.

The analysis to calculate the horizontal contrast measure is shown in Figure 2 . Here, the

contrast measure is calculated in respect of pixel p(x,y), shown by the shaded region.

Adjacent areas of equivalent size are selected (one of which includes the shaded pixel)

Each area is formed from a set of (preferably consecutive) pixels from the row in which

the shaded pixel is located. The pixel intensity in each area is averaged, and the absolute

difference in the averages is then calculated according to equation (2) below, the contrast

measure being the value of this difference. The vertical contrast measure is calculated in

a similar fashion, as shown in Figure 3. Here, an upper set of pixels and a lower set of

pixels are select. Each of the selected pixels lie on the same column, the shaded pixel

next to the border between the upper and lower sets. The intensity of the pixels in the

upper and lower sets is averaged, and the difference in the average intensity of each set

is then evaluated, the absolute value of this difference being the vertical contrast measure

as set out in equation (3) below, that is, a measure of the contrast in the vertical direction.

In the present example, the shaded pixels is included in the lower set. However, the

position of the pixel with which the contrast measure is associated is arbitrary, provided

that it is in the vicinity of the boundary shared by the pixels sets being compared.

Thus, to obtain the horizontal contrast measure, row portions of length H are compared,

whereas to obtain the vertical contrast measure, column portions of length V are

compared (the length H and V may but need not be the same). The contrast measure is

associated with a pixel whose position that is local to the common boundary of, on the one

hand, the row portions and on the other hand the column portions.

The so-calculated horizontal contrast measure and vertical contrast measure are then

compared, and the greatest of the two values (termed the horizontal-vertical measure as

set out in equation (4)) is associated with the shaded pixel, and stored in memory.



This procedure is repeated for each pixel in the picture (within a vertical distance V and a

horizontal distance H from the vertical and horizontal edges of the picture respectively),

thereby providing a sliding window analysis on the pixels, with a window size of H or V.

The horizontal-vertical measure for each pixel in the picture (frame) is then averaged to

give the overall pixel difference measure CF (see equation (5)). This overall measure

associated with each picture is then averaged over a plurality of pictures to obtain a

sequence-averaged measure, that is, a time averaged measure TCF according to

equation (7). The number of pictures over which the overall (CF) measure is averaged

will depend on the nature of the video sequence, and the time between scene changes,

and may be as long as a few seconds. Clearly, only part of a picture need be analysed in

this way, in particular if the quantisation step size varies across a picture.

By measuring the contrast at different locations in the picture and taking the average, a

simple measure of the complexity of the picture is obtained. Because complexity in a

picture can mask distortion, and thereby cause an observer to believe that a picture is of a

better quality for a given distortion, the degree of complexity in a picture can be used in

part to predict the subjective degree of quality a viewer will associate with a video signal.

The width (H) or height (V) of the respective areas about the shaded pixel is related to the

level of detail at which an observer will notice complexity. Thus, if an image is to be

viewed from afar, H and V will be chosen so as to be larger than in situations where it is

envisaged that the viewer will be closer to the picture. Since in general, the distance from

a picture at which the viewer will be comfortable depends on the size of the picture, the

size of H and V will also depend on the pixel size and the pixel dimensions (larger

displays typically have larger pixels rather than more pixels, although for a given pixel

density, the display size could also be a factor). Typically, it is expected that H and V will

each be between 0.5% and 2% of the respective picture dimensions. For example, the

horizontal value could be 4*100/720=0.56%, where there are 720 pixels horizontally and

each set for average contains 4 pixels, and in the vertical direction, 4*100/576=0.69%

where there are 576 pixels in the vertical direction.

The analysis for calculating the contrast measure can be described with reference to the

equations below as follows: the calculation uses the decoded video picture D and

determines a picture-averaged complexity measure CF for each picture. CF is

determined by first performing a sliding-window pixel analysis on the decoded video



picture. In Figure 2, which illustrates horizontal analysis for pixel p(x,y) within a picture of

size Px horizontal and Py vertical pixels, the horizontal contrast measure Ch is calculated

for the n'th picture of decoded sequence D according to:

C
11
(n, x,y) = (l/ H)(abs(( D{n, x - j ,y)) - ( D(n, x +l +j ,y))))

x =H -1...P x - H - I (2))

y = 0...PY - l

H is the window length for horizontal pixel analysis. Ch(n,x,y) is the horizontal contrast

parameter for pixel p(x,y) of the n'th picture of the decoded video sequence D. D(n,x,y) is

the intensity of pixel p(x,y) of the n'th picture of the decoded video sequence D.

In Figure 3 , which illustrates the corresponding vertical pixel analysis, the vertical contrast

measure Cv is calculated by:

Cv(n, x,y ) = (1 / Y)(abs((∑ D(njc, y - J)) - ( D(n, x,y +1+ J))))

0..JW 2 0 (3)

Here, V is the window length for vertical pixel analysis.

C
1

and Cv may then be combined to give a horizontal-vertical measure C
hV

, where

Chv (n, x ,y ) = max(CA(n, x ,y), Cv (n, x ,y))

x = H -1..P x - H - I (4 )

It should be noted here that for some applications it may be better to leave horizontal and

vertical components separate to allow different weighting parameters to be applied to

each in the estimation of the subjective quality (unit 6).



Finally, an overall picture-averaged pixel difference measure, CF, calculated from the

contrast values Ch, Cv and/or Chv according to

CF(ή) (1/(Px +1- 2H)(P Y +1- 2 )) ∑ ∑ C(n, x ,y )
y=V-\ X H -

Time Average

This uses the picture-averaged parameters, QPF and CF, and determines corresponding

time-averaged parameters TQPF and TCF according to:

=! 10
TQPF =(l/N) QPF(n)

The parameter averaging should be performed over the time-interval for which the MOS

estimate is required. This may be a single analysis period yielding a single pair of TQPF

and TCF parameters or maybe a sequence of intervals yielding a sequence of

parameters. Continuous analysis could be achieved by "sliding" an analysis window in

time through the CF and QPF time sequences, typically with a window interval in the order

of a second in length.

Estimate MOS

This uses time-averaged parameters TQPF and TCF to make an estimate, PMOS, of the

subjectively measured mean opinion score for the corresponding time interval of decoded

sequence, D. TQPF contributes an estimate of the noise present in the decoded

sequence and TCF contributes an estimate of how well that noise might be masked by the

content of the video sequence. PMOS is calculated from a combination of the parameters

according to:



PMOS = F1(TPQF) +F2(TCF) +K0 (8)

F1and F2 are suitable linear or non-linear functions in AvQp and CS.

K0 is a constant.

PMOS is the predicted Mean Opinion Score and is in the range 1..5, where 5 equates to

excellent quality and 1 to bad. F1 , F2 and K0 may be determined by suitable regression

analysis (e.g. linear, polynomial or logarithmic) as available in many commercial statistical

software packages. Such analysis requires a set of training sequences of known

subjective quality. The model, defined by F 1 , F2 and K
0

may then be derived through

regression analysis with MOS as the dependent variable and TQPF and TCF as the

independent variables. The resulting model would typically be used to predict the quality

of test sequences that had been subjected to degradations (codec type and compression

rate) similar to those used in training. However, the video content might be different.

For H.264 compression of full resolution broadcast material, a suitable linear model was

found to be:

PMOS = -0.135* TPQF + 0.04 CS + 7.442 (9 )

The resulting estimate would then be limited according to:

if (PMOS > 5)PMOS =5

If(PMOS <Y)PMOS = 1 (10 )

Below there is provided an additional discussion of various aspects of the above

embodiment.

Introduction: full-reference video quality measurement tools, utilising both source and

degraded video sequences in analysis, have been shown to be capable of highly accurate

predictions of video quality for broadcast video. The design of no-reference techniques,

with no access to the pre-impaired "reference" sequence, is a tougher proposition.



Another form of no-reference analysis may be achieved through access to the encoded

bitstream, either within a decoder or elsewhere in the network. Such "bitstream" analysis

has the advantage of having ready access to coding parameters, such as quantiser step-

size, motion vectors and block statistics, which are unavailable to a frame buffer analysis.

Bitstream analysis can range from computationally light analysis of decoded parameters,

with no inverse transforms or motion predicted macroblock reconstruction, through to full

decoding of the video sequence.

PSNR is a measure used in the estimate of subjective video quality in both video

encoders and full-reference video quality measurement tools. In no-reference tools,

PSNR can't be calculated directly, but may be estimated. Here we present a no-reference

video quality prediction technique operating within an H.264/AVC decoder that can

outperform the full-reference PSNR measure.

Firstly, results are presented to benchmark quality estimation using the PSNR measure

for a variety of H.264 encoded sequences. Secondly, consideration is given to a

bitstream technique, that uses a measure of average quantiser step-size (AvQP) to

estimate subjective quality. Rather than just being an approximation to PSNR, it is shown

that this bitstream, no-reference measure can outperform the full-reference PSNR

measure for quality estimation. Finally, a measure of noise masking (CS) is introduced,

that further enhances the performance of both PSNR and quantiser step-size based

quality estimation techniques. The measure is based on a pixel difference analysis of the

decoded image sequence and calculated within the video decoder. The resulting decoder

based no-reference model is shown to achieve a correlation between measured and

estimated subjective scores of over 0.91 .

Video Test Material - Training and Testing Database: the video database used to train and

test the technique consisted of eighteen different 8-second sequences, all of 625

broadcast format. The training set was made up of nine sequences, with six of the

sequences from the VQEG 1 database and the remaining three sourced from elsewhere.

The test set consisted of nine different sequences. The VQEG1 content is well known

and can be downloaded from the VQEG web site. As the quality parameters were to be

based on averages over the duration of each sequence, it was important to select content



with consistent properties of motion and detail. Details of the sequences are shown in

Table

Table 1 Training and test sequences.

Video Test Material - Encoding: all of the training and test sequences were encoded

using the H.264 encoder JM7.5c with the same encoder options set for each.

Key features of the encoder settings were: I ,P,B,P,B,P frame pattern; Rate Control

disabled; Quantisation parameter (QP) fixed; Adaptive frame/field coding enabled; Loop-

filtering disabled

With so many different possible encoder set-ups, it was decided to keep the above

settings constant and to vary only the quantiser step-size parameters between tests for

each source file.



Formal single-stimulus subjective tests were performed using 12 subjects for both training

and testing sets. Averaged MOS results are shown in Table 2 (training set) and Table 3

(test set).

Sequence QP-P QP-B
20,22 28,30 32,34 36,38 40,42 44,46

Barcelona 4.86 - 4.43 3.29 2.43 2

Harp - 5 4.43 3.57 2.14 1.43

Canoe 4.86 4.14 4.14 2.86 2 -

Rugby 4.86 4.71 4.71 2.86 1.86 -

Calendar 4.86 4.57 - 4 2.86 1.86

Fries 4.43 4.29 3.71 3.14 2.14 -

Rocks - 5 4.43 4.29 3.71 2.57

Sport - 4.43 4.57 3.57 2.14 1.29

View 4.29 3.57 3.14 3.14 1.71

Table 2. Subjective scores for training sequences.

Sequence QP-P ,QP-B
14,16 24,26 30,32 34,36 38,40 42,44

Boat 4.47 4.47 4.13 3.4 2.07 1.27

Bridge 4.6 4.07 3.73 3.67 2.8 1.8

Ballroom 4.33 4.27 4.4 4.1 3.1 1.93

Crowd 4.47 4.8 4.4 3.7 2.2 1.2

Animals 4.67 4.67 4.3 2.6 1.4 1.13

Fountain 4.6 4.13 3.8 2.6 1.7 1.07

Children 4.6 4.73 4.53 4.07 3.07 2.2

Funfair 5 5 4.6 3.87 3.07 1.67

Street 4.8 4.67 4.53 3.73 2.73 1.87

Table 3 . Subjective scores for test sequences.

Quality Estimation - Peak Signal To Noise Ratio: peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is a

commonly used full-reference measure of quality and is a key measure for optimisations



in many video encoders. With correctly aligned reference and degraded sequences,.

PSNR is a straightforward measure to calculate and a time-averaged measure (AvPSNR)

may be calculated according to

AvPSNR )

where s(n,x,y) and d(n,x,y) are corresponding pixel intensity values (0..255) within the n'th

frame of N from source s and degraded d sequences of dimension of X horizontal (x=0..X-

1) and Y vertical (y=0..Y-1) pixels. This equation was used to calculate the average

PSNR over the 8 seconds of each of the 9 training sequences. A plot of average PSNR

against average measured MOS is shown in figure 4 .

The content-dependent nature of the data is demonstrated when MOS scores at an

average PSNR of 25dB are considered. A 3 MOS-point range in the data shows the

potential inaccuracy of using PSNR to estimate perceived quality. Polynomial regression

analysis yields a correlation of 0.78 and RMS residual of 0.715 between the MOS and

AvPSNR data.

Quality Estimation - Quantiser Step-size: for H.264, the quantiser parameter QP defines

the spacing, QSTEP, of the linear quantiser used for encoding the transform coefficients.

QP indexes a table of predefined spacings, in which QSTEP doubles in size for every

increment of 6 in QP.

For each test on the training set, QP was fixed at one value of 20, 28, 32, 36, 40 or 44 for

P and I macroblocks and 2 greater for B macroblocks. Figure 5 shows a plot of average

QP against average MOS for each of the 9 training sequences.

Polynomial regression analysis between MOS and average QP yields a correlation of

0.924 and RMS residual of 0.424. It is also evident that the expected MOS range at a

variety of QP values is significantly less than that for AvPSNR.

One estimate of PSNR from quantiser step size relies on the approximation of a uniform

distribution of error values within the quantisation range. However, this approximation



does not hold for low bit-rates with large step-sizes, when the majority of coefficients are

"centre-clipped" to zero. Somewhat surprisingly, the results show that AvQP may be a

better predictor of subjective score than PSNR. It should be noted here, that the

possibility that non-linear mapping between QP and actual quantiser step-size in H.264

might somehow ease the polynomial analysis has been discounted, with similar results

achieved for actual step-size vs. MOS.

Pixel Contrast Measure - Distortion Mjasking: distortion masking is an important factor

affecting the perception of distortion within coded video sequences. Such masking occurs

because of the inability of the human perceptual mechanism to distinguish between signal

and noise components within the same spectral, temporal or spatial locality. Such

considerations are of great significance in the design of video encoders, where the

efficient allocation of bits is essential. Research in this field has been performed in both

the transform and pixel domains. Here, only the pixel domain is considered.

Pixel Contrast Measure - Pixel Difference Contrast Measure: here, the idea of

determining the masking properties of image sequences by analysis in the pixel domain is

applied to video quality estimation. Experiments revealed a contrast measure calculated

by sliding window pixel difference analysis to perform particularly well.

Pixel difference contrast measures Ct1 and Cv are calculated according to equations (2)

and (3) above, where H is the window length for horizontal pixel analysis and V is the

window length for vertical pixel analysis. Ch and Cv may then be combined to give a

horizontal-vertical measure C
hv

, according to equation (4). C
hv

may then used to calculate

an overall pixel difference measure, CF, for a frame according to equation (5), and in turn

a sequence-averaged measure CS, as defined in equation (6) above. The sequence-

averaged measure CS (referred to as TCF above) was calculated for each of the

decoded training sequences using H=4 and V=2 and the results, plotted against average

quantiser step size, are shown in figure 6.

The results in figure 6 show a marked similarity in ranking to the PSNR vs. MOS results of

figure 4 and, to a lesser degree, the AvQstep vs. MOS results of figure 5 . The "calendar"

and "rocks" sequences have the highest CS values and, over a good range of both PSNR

and AvQstep, have the highest MOS values. Similarly, the "canoe" and "fries" sequences

have the lowest CS values and amongst the lowest MOS values. Therefore, the CS



measure calculated from the decoded pixels appears to be related to the noise masking

properties of the sequences. High CS means high masking and therefore higher MOS for

a given PSNR. The potential use of the CS measure in no-reference quality estimation

was tested by its inclusion in the multiple regression analysis described below.

Results: firstly, average MOS (dependent variable) for the training set was modelled by

PSNR (independent variable) using standard polynomial/logarithmic regression analysis

as available in many commercial statistical software packages [14]. The resulting model

was then used on the test sequences. This was then repeated using AvQP as the

independent variable. The process was repeated with CS as an additional independent

, variable in each case and the resulting correlation between estimated and measured MOS

values and RMS residuals are shown in table 4 .

Table 4 Correlation and RMS residual of estimated MOS with measured MOS.

Results show that including the sequence averaged contrast measure (CS) in a PSNR or

AvQP-based MOS estimation model increases performance for both training and test data

sets. The performance of the model using AvQP and CS parameters was particularly

good, achieving a correlation of over 0.9 for both training (0.95) and more impressively

testing (0.916).

The individual training and test results for the AvQP/CS model are shown in the form of a

scatter plot in figure 7.

Conclusions: a two parameter model for the estimation of subjective video quality in

H.264 video decoders has been presented. The AvQP parameter, which corresponds to

the H.264 quantiser step-size index averaged over a video sequence, contributes an

estimate of noise. The CS parameter, calculated using sliding-window difference analysis

of the decoded pixels, adds an indication of the noise masking properties of the video



content. It is shown that, when these parameters are used together, surprisingly accurate

subjective quality estimation may be achieved in the decoder.

The 8-second training and test sequences were selected, with a view to reducing marked

variations in the image properties over time. The aim was to use decoded sequences with

a consistent nature of degradation so that measured MOS scores were not unduly

weighted by short-lived and distinct distortions. In this way, modelling of MOS scores

with sequence-averaged parameters becomes a more sensible and accurate process.

The contrast measure CF defined in equation (5) depends on an average being

performed over each pixel for the whole cropped image. It was recognised that analysing

CF over spatio-temporal blocks, might be beneficial.



CLAIMS

1. A method of generating a measure of quality for a video signal representative of a

plurality of frames, the video signal having: an original form; an encoded form in which the

video signal has been encoded using a compression algorithm utilising a variable

quantiser step size such that the encoded signal has a quantiser step size parameter

associable therewith; and, a decoded form in which the encoded video signal has been at

least in part reconverted to the original form, the method comprising:

a) generating a first quality measure which is a function of said quantiser step size

parameter;

b) generating a second quality measure which is a function of the spatial complexity of at

least part of the frames represented by the video signal in the decoded form; and

c) combining the first and second measures.

2 . A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the spatial complexity is measured by

determining a local contrast measure at a plurality of positions in a frame.

3 . A method as claimed in claim 2 , wherein each local contrast measure is obtained

by performing a comparison function on the intensity of neighbouring regions of a frame.

4 . A method as claimed in claim 3 , wherein each frame includes plurality of pixels,

and wherein for at least some of the pixels of a given frame, the comparison function is

performed on neighbouring regions in the vicinity of a pixel, so as to obtain a comparison

value in respect of that pixel.

5. A method as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein the neighbouring

regions are elongate.

6 . A method as claimed in claim 5 , wherein the frames each include a plurality of

pixels arranged in a grid fashion, the grid having a plurality of rows and a plurality of

columns, and wherein each elongate region is formed by a plurality of pixels arranged

along a row portion or a column portion.



7 . A method as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein pairs of

neighbouring regions elongate in a first direction are compared.

8 . A method as claimed in claim 7 , wherein pairs of neighbouring regions elongate

in a second direction are compared.

9. A method as claimed in claim 8 , wherein the first direction and the second

direction are orthogonal to one another.

10. A method as claimed in any of claims 3 to 9, wherein the comparison function

involves evaluating the difference in the intensity of a pair of neighbouring regions.

11. A method as claimed in any of claims 3 to 10, wherein for neighbouring regions in

the vicinity of a pixel, the comparison function involves evaluating the difference in the

intensity of a first pair of neighbouring regions elongate in a first direction, and, evaluating

the difference in the intensities of a pair of neighbouring regions elongate in a second

direction.

12. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the comparison function further

involves choosing the greater of the differences in the first and second directions.

13. A method as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein the frames each

include a plurality of pixels, and for at least some of the pixels in a given frame, the spatial

complexity is determined from a measure of the intensity gradient in a first direction at a

given pixel, and the intensity gradient at that pixel in a second direction, the first and

second directions being preferably orthogonal to one another.

14. A method as claimed in claim 13, wherein for a given pixel, the spatial complexity

is calculated using the greater of the gradients in the first and second directions at that

pixel.

15. A method as claimed in claim 13 or 14, wherein the measure of the intensity

gradient is linearly related to the difference in the intensity of neighbouring regions of a

frame.

16. A method as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein the intensity of a

neighbouring region is obtained from the average intensity of the pixels within that region.



17. A method as claimed in any of claims 2 to 16, wherein the spatial complexity of a

frame is calculated using an average of the local contrast measure obtained at different

positions in a frame.

18. A method as claimed in any of claims 2 to 16, wherein the spatial complexity of a

plurality of frames is averaged.

19. A method as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein the spatial

complexity is obtained by performing a comparison function on neighbouring regions in

frame, which neighbouring regions are elongate so as to each have a long axis and a

short axis, and wherein the long axis of each elongate region is between 0.5% and 2% of

the frame dimension in the direction of the long axis.

20. A method as claimed in claim 19, wherein the short axis of each elongate region

corresponds to the width of a single pixel.

2 1. A apparatus for generating a measure of quality for a video signal representative of a

plurality of frames, the video signal having: an original form; an encoded form in which

the video signal has been encoded using a compression algorithm utilising a variable

quantiser step size such that the encoded signal has a quantiser step size parameter

associable therewith; and, a decoded form in which the encoded video signal has been at

least in part reconverted to the original form, the apparatus comprising:

a) means for generating a first quality measure which is a function of said quantiser step

size parameter;

b) means for generating a second quality measure which is a function of the spatial

complexity of the frames represented by the video signal in the decoded form; and

c) means for combining the first and second measures so as to generate the measure of

quality for the video signal.
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